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cracked version, activate download A: The command shown under 4 would be executed only once, if the script completes successfully. Remove the # from the line below and the line below it: sed's/{{\{/{{/g' test.sh > test.sh.tmp && mv test.sh.tmp test.sh && rm test.sh.tmp The sed command should also be used with care. From the Sed tutorial on Wikipedia: A good example of a
script that can easily fail is something like: sed -r's/{{\\{/{{/g' foo.dat > foo2.dat If foo.dat contains a "word boundary" -- one that matches after a backslash, but before the next word of data, it will simply add a backslash and a brace to the output and continue on its merry way, completely missing foo.dat entirely. As an alternative to sed, one can use awk. From the awk tutorial on
Wikipedia: Another example of a script that can easily fail is something like: awk's/{{\\{/{{/g' foo.dat > foo2.dat If foo.dat contains a "word boundary" -- one that matches after a backslash, but before the next word of data, it will simply add a backslash and a brace to the output and continue on its merry way, completely missing foo.dat entirely. This Stackoverflow Answer gives
some more information about word boundaries. Q: Sorting elements in a list How can I sort the list in my requirement? Something like this repo0, repo1, repo4, repo2, repo3, repo5, repo6, repo7, repo8, repo9, repo10, repo11, repo12, repo13, repo14, repo15 When I have a variable containing a number of elements as above, I can define that variable and then check whether this
number of elements are still in sequence or not. Now what I do is, have a for loop from 0 to this number of elements. Suppose I have 15 elements in the list, then I can have the following list: 0,1, 3e33713323
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